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Hamas’s shift
to Tehran rings
alarms in Cairo
Amr Emam

Cairo

T

he strengthening relationship between Hamas and Tehran has set
off alarms in Cairo and
threatens a rapprochement between the Egyptian government and the Palestinian
group.
“Improving relations between
Hamas and the Islamic Republic
are a direct threat to our national
security,” said Samir Ghattas, a
member of the Egyptian parliament.
“Most of the arms that reach
Hamas in Gaza enter the blockaded [Gaza] Strip through smuggling tunnels in Sinai, even as the
Egyptian Army has been working
hard to demolish these tunnels,”
said Ghattas, who also heads the
Middle East Forum for Strategic
Studies.

Analysts in Egypt
warned that Cairo is
unlikely to just accept
Hamas-Tehran
rapprochement.
Relations between Hamas and
Tehran were returning to normal
after a three-year lull. A delegation from the Palestinian movement visited Tehran in August to
attend the swearing-in ceremony
of Iranian President Hassan Rohani.
Hamas leader Yahya Sinwar, in
late August at his first media briefing, said that relations between
Iran and his movement were “excellent.” Sinwar said Iranian support of Hamas was “strategic” and
that the Islamic Republic offered
funds, arms and training to the
fighters of al-Qassam Brigades,
Hamas’s military wing.
This could be bad news for Cairo, which has been trying to contain Hamas and recently reached
a political reconciliation with the
Palestinian group over several issues, including border security.
Relations suffered after the
ouster of Egyptian President Muhammad Morsi, a member of the
Muslim Brotherhood, in July 2013
angered Hamas, an ideological
offshoot of the group.
Cairo accused Hamas of aiding
Islamic State (ISIS) militants fighting the Egyptian Army in Sinai
and operating a network of tunnels between Sinai and Gaza that

has enabled arms and militants to
be smuggled across the border.
“These accusations are not hot
air but are based on the real actions of the Palestinian movement
on the ground,” Ghattas said.
Hamas accused Egypt of contributing to its blockade by sealing
off the Rafah Border Crossing.
In July, Cairo tried to get the Palestinian movement to strengthen
security on the Sinai border, prevent ISIS militants from hiding
in Gaza and provide information
about militants in the Sinai.
After Hamas beefed up security on the border, Egypt sent fuel
shipments to Gaza for the operation of electricity plants. Egypt
was said to be planning a permanent reopening of the border
crossing with Gaza, which could
dramatically alter conditions in
the Palestinian enclave.
However, improving relations
between Hamas and Iran threatens to slow any rapprochement
with Cairo, experts said.
“The new Hamas leadership will
be sacrificing this improvement
in relations with Egypt by edging
closer to Tehran,” warned Hassan
Nafaa, a professor of political science at Cairo University. “Egypt
has pledged to work to alleviate
the Gaza blockade and has started
taking measures to do this.”
The Hamas shift towards Tehran comes as its main Arab backer,
Qatar, deals with a boycott by four
Arab countries, including Egypt,
for allegedly funding terrorism.
Cairo had hoped the actions,
which are also being enforced
by Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates and Bahrain, would push
Hamas to improve relations with
Egypt, not push it into the arms of
Tehran.
Egypt, a predominantly Sunni
country, has not officially commented on the Hamas-Iran détente. Analysts in Egypt, however,
warned that Cairo is unlikely to
just accept Hamas-Tehran rapprochement, particularly if it
could have a detrimental effect on
national security.
“Egypt can easily reconsider the
security arrangements it agreed
with Hamas,” said Ammar Ali Hassan, an Egyptian political analyst
at the Emirates Centre for Strategic Studies and Research. “It can
also reconsider the incentives it offered the Palestinian movement,
including the fuel shipments and
the potential reopening of the Rafah Crossing.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Edging closer to Tehran. Hamas chief in Gaza Yahya Sinwar (R)
visits the border with Egypt in Rafah in southern Gaza Strip, last
July. 							
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Strong enough. Soldiers stand guard in the Egyptian coastal city of Alexandria. 		

Egypt forms new
response force to tackle
terror threats in Africa
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

T

he agreement between
Egypt and several other
African countries to form
a rapid response force is
part of Cairo’s efforts to
cut supply routes from central and
western Africa to terrorists in North
Africa, specifically Libya, experts
said.
“Terrorist groups in Nigeria, Somalia and Mali have managed to establish links with and send recruits
to al-Qaeda and the Islamic State
(ISIS) in Libya,” said Sameh Abu
Hashima, a retired Egyptian Army
general and an adviser at Nasser
Military Academy. “This is a major
security threat for Egypt and for the
rest of Africa.”
African defence ministers in August agreed to the formation of a
rapid response force that could be
deployed anywhere on the continent.
The force would operate under
the umbrella of the African Union
and its Peace and Security Council. Each member country would
contribute troops and funds to its
formation. The force’s command
centre would be in Egypt’s Defence
Ministry headquarters, which is under construction in the new administrative capital being built on the
outskirts of Cairo.
African defence ministers agreed
to meet in October to discuss an operational budget for the force, second officers and pledge capabilities.
Egyptian military analysts welcomed the establishment of the
rapid response force, particularly
given Cairo’s longstanding efforts
to recruit other African countries
to participate more strongly in a
broader fight against terrorism.
In April 2016, African defence
ministers agreed on future strategies and tactics against terrorist
groups in their countries.
African states that have also been
struggling to combat terrorism,
such as Somalia, Nigeria and Mali,
also welcomed the establishment
of the new African-wide military
force.
Al-Shabab, an al-Qaeda-affiliated
terrorist group, is battling the Somali central government for control
over national territory, while Boko
Haram in Nigeria, which is affiliated

with ISIS, has carried out deadly attacks against civilians and government troops. In Mali, which shares
a northern border with Algeria, an
al-Qaeda-linked coalition of jihadist groups controls northern parts of
the country.
Behind Egypt’s plan to unite African forces in a broader fight against
terrorism is a desire by Cairo to
shield itself against the danger terrorist groups in those countries
pose to its national security, experts
said.
Egypt is fighting a branch of ISIS
in Sinai, its north-eastern peninsula
that shares borders with Israel and
the Gaza Strip. Egypt is also heavily involved in neighbouring Libya
where it is supporting Libyan Field
Marshal Khalifa Haftar and his Libyan National Army, which is battling Islamist militias, including ISIS
and al-Qaeda, for control in eastern
parts of the country.
“This is why I say Egypt’s fight
against terrorism cannot be restricted to its own territory or its
immediate vicinity,” said Mokhtar
al-Ghobashi,
vice-president
of
Egypt’s Arab Centre for Political and

To be more secure, Egypt
needs to take the fight
against terrorism to
other countries in the
continent.

Mokhtar al-Ghobashi,
vice-president of Egypt’s
Arab Centre for Political
and Strategic Studies

(Reuters)

Strategic Studies. “To be more secure, Egypt needs to take this fight
to other countries in the continent.”
The defence ministers of the
countries forming the new African
rapid response force are from Algeria, Angola, Burkina Faso, Chad,
Egypt, Rwanda, Senegal, South Africa, Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda.
The force, which is to be officially
announced in 2018, will need an initial budget of $30 million.
In Cairo, experts said that, despite the difficult economic conditions facing Egypt, the government
will readily contribute a significant
amount, as well as provide for the
logistical requirements of the force’s
operations.
For Egypt, the central role it is to
play in the African rapid response
force represents a return to African
Union politics.
“Foreign policy planners in the
past did not give enough priority to
relations with other African states,”
said Mostafa el-Guindi, a member
of the African Affairs Committee in
the Egyptian parliament. “This was
a miscalculation and it caused us to
lose a lot.”
One of the losses Egypt sustained
because of neglect of ties with other
African countries was the lack of African support it received in efforts
to convince Ethiopia regarding construction of a multibillion-dollar
hydroelectric dam on the Nile. The
Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam,
which is nearing completion, will
greatly affect Egypt’s water security
and has been a major point of contention between Cairo and Addis
Ababa.
Egypt, which has the strongest
military in Africa, as rated by the USbased Global Firepower Index, has
sought to market itself as a prime
arms manufacturing and export destination for other African countries.
The factories of the Arab Organisation for Industrialisation, Egypt’s
military production hub, have become a major draw for visiting African officials.
“The new policy line in our country is to open up to fellow Africans,”
Abu Hashima said. “True, closer
coordination and cooperation with
other countries in the continent will
help them address their security
problems but it will serve our security interests first and foremost.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter in Cairo.

